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Abstract: Quizizz is a game-based educational platform. Quizizz becomes one of educational technology most applied since the pandemic of Covid-19. It provides both lives and assignment quiz. Since the past tense is one of important grammar that can help students to deliver their ideas about past event or experience. This paper will explore some steps of using Quizizz in teaching Past Tense. Moreover, this paper describes the benefit of Quizizz in upgrading students’ understanding about past tense. Finally, the paper hopefully can help teachers in creating interactive quiz in teaching Past tense.
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INTRODUCTION

Quizizz is a game-based educational platform. Quizizz becomes one of educational technology most applied since the pandemic of Covid-19 appears which makes all of teachers and students stay in their home to avoid infected by the virus. On the other hand, the class should be going ahead and all of students have to conduct the class online. In this occasion, as a teacher have to improve their ability in teaching online and makes the students keep their motivation in studying the certain course. One of the most popular online quizzes is Quizizz.com. Quizizz provides
two features, an online live game and assignment mode with certain schedule just like a homework.

Both of live game and assignment in Quizizz will help teacher to control the class and make the students happy with a certain assessment which have various interesting features. During online class, live game becomes very interesting because students can challenge their ability with their friends just like playing online game. Moreover, for assignment feature, students will have extra hours and free scheduling assignment. It is because teacher cannot control all of the time the activities of the students during the school hours. According to Dibdyaningsih (2019), when teaching grammar, teachers should use engaging and interactive media. Then, Quizizz is chosen as a useful platform that can help teacher to checking students’ understanding about the lesson given in interactive way. Quizizz also help teachers to get the score easier. Especially in checking students’ understanding of tenses, teacher will not get dizzy when checking the students’ result.

In teaching English as a foreign language, tense becomes one major course which very important. It is important because good tense can explain about the students’ ideas clearer. Two common tenses used in our daily activities are present and past tense. Past tense is more difficult than present tense because we have to memorize past participle verb and there is irregular past participle used in past tense. Furthermore, the researcher will describe the advantages and disadvantages in using Quizizz for Teaching Past Tense.

It leads the reader from a general subject area to a particular topic of inquiry. It includes the scope, context, and significance of the research being conducted by summarizing current understanding and background information about the topic, stating the purpose in the form of the research problem (that could be supported by a hypothesis or a set of questions), explaining briefly the research methodological approach.
implemented to examine the research problem, highlighting the potential outcomes, and outlining the remaining structure and organization of the paper.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Using Quizizz for Teaching Past Tense

Past tense is one type of grammar which important in explaining ideas which happen in the past. So, it is very important to mastering past tense form in order to deliver ideas about past event and both of speaker needs to understand the past tense. Moreover, Vocabularies of past participle is the main things that differs past tense with another type of tense. Students have to know about past participle form of verb that should be use in Past Tense. In addition to the past tense, kids are now receiving extra attention, as noted by Wright, Betteridge, and Buckby (2005), who also noted that language acquisition is challenging and necessitates sustained work.

The simplest way to engage past participle is quiz. In the pandemic era, all of lessons should conduct through online class and lecture needs to engage the quiz online. One of the most popular online quizzes is Quizizz which have interactive features and let students compete each other during the online quiz. Moreover, Technology may consist of strategies which supporting learners and teachers in order to gain more advantages from it (Basak, 2018). Quizizz become more popular during pandemic era because its features which provide both interactive live quiz and scheduled quiz.

Quizizz is one of program for e-learning. Quizizz is a game-based online platform that makes classroom interactive. With this platform,
students can do the quiz interactively with their gadgets. They can achieve better learning experience with this platform, and they can compete with other players. During the quiz, students can monitor their position with other players. Quizizz is a formative test platform that can be used as final test to recognize the quality of the subject being learned (Permana & Permatawati, 2020). Quizizz can be accessed online at http://Quizizz.com. This program is free and runs on a range of browsers, including Android and IOS devices. Based to Chaiyo, Yanawut & Nokham, (2017) Quizizz also provides hundreds of quiz that can be used or we can make our own.

In managing a quiz as a teacher using Quizizz platform, we only need to sign up as a teacher, decide and select which quiz to use or we also can create our own quiz by choosing one type of questions from 5 types of questions, insert image, put equation mark, music and design the questions based on the features given. Moreover, we can manage the setting of the quiz by its time, order and when students have to finish the quiz. For joining the quiz as a student, student will get a code number when the quiz is ready. By inputting their name and code number, students can access the quiz and begin completing the questions. To take the quiz, students do not need to log in. Students are able to access the quiz by entering the code number and their name then answering the questions. Students do not need to log in to take part in the quiz.

As described in the previous discussion that there are many advantages in using Quizizz as an interactive e-learning platform in teaching learning process. These are several features of Quizizz that we can use freely.
1. Multiple choice

2. Check box
3. Fill in the Blank

4. Pool
5. Open-Ended Questions

6. Start a live quiz
7. Assign homework
METHODOLOGY

The methodology section describes the steps to be taken to investigate a research problem and the rationale for the application of specific procedures or techniques used to identify, select, process, and analyze information applied to understanding the problem. This allows the reader to critically evaluate the study's overall validity and reliability.

FINDING AND DISCUSSION

Five meetings were required to complete this study. Initially, a pretest was given by the researcher. During the second, third, and fourth meetings, the researcher used Quizizz to carry out the treatment. After using Quizizz to teach the students, the researcher gave them a post-test at the fifth meeting to see how much their grasp of the past tense had improved. The pre- and post-test results from the experimental class are examined by the researcher. The study was carried out between March 2 and April 8, 2024. In order to determine students' comprehension before to the therapies, the researcher administered a pretest during the first
meeting. The pre-test was given by the researcher for fifty minutes. A brief story served as the test's subject matter. In the pretest, the researcher employed a fill-in-the-blank test. The pre-test was scored by the researcher.

The average score for the pre-test and post-test increased, according to the statistical calculation formula performed with SPSS 16. The pre-test average score was 59, whereas the post-test average was 82,6. Additionally, it was discovered that the data based on the t-table had a minimum of 2.145 and the t-value was 8.621. Consequently, the two tails indicated that $p < 0.05$ ($p = .000$) and the t-value was more than the t-table ($8.621 > 2.145$). Thus, it is possible to say that there is an improvement in students' knowledge between their pre- and post-test scores. It is evident from the research's findings that the students performed better on the post-test. Students' comprehension of the past tense improved quickly after role-playing was introduced. Nonetheless, we can infer from the aforementioned evidence that the researcher's theory was accepted. The researcher's hypothesis, which was accepted, is that after using Quizizz as a teaching tool, students' comprehension of the past tense has improved. In conclusion, the study has determined that Quizizz can serve as an effective medium for teaching future tense. Students improved from the first to the last therapy after using this technique.

CONCLUSION

The application of Quizizz for teaching past tense offers various advantages. As an alternative to interactive online media, it is advised that teachers attempt using this online quiz to improve students' comprehension of the past tense. Teachers and use both live quiz and assignment quiz to enhance the students’ learning activities. Since the Quizizz quiz is online quiz, teacher can control the quiz and check the result anytime. Moreover, when students are mastering past tense, they will able to deliver their ideas better especially when they want to explain
about their experiences. In addition, teachers can use Quizizz to teach another courses or skills, such as reading or writing, exclude speaking.
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